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Introduction



Have you ever seen a dead-silent call center? It’s eerie and disconcerting
with a distinctly post-apocalyptic feel.

Now imagine an organization that relies on its hundreds of sales and support
associates to keep the organization solvent and keep its customers
satisfied. It’s usually a busy call center, with employees talking on their
phones, clacking away at keyboards as new sales orders are entered and
customer support issues are resolved.

Yet, on Monday, the day after a much-needed data migration, the room is
virtually silent. About 90% of the sales and support associates stare at one
another, wide-eyed, with nothing to do. There’s not a single call coming in
from the website or the multiple ads that run on multiple platforms and link
to the website which directs traffic to their local call system. The few calls
that are trickling in are mainly from existing customers calling in directly.
Other than that, there are no new sales orders and very few customers
getting the support they need. It’s an epic fail and it’s hitting the revenue
stream hard.
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With the execs climbing the walls, the IT department finally announces that
they’ve figured out what the issue is. What they’re not sure of, however, is
how long it’s going to take to fix.

While the execs and HR are discussing hiring a temporary team to handle
the situation, one of the IT guys who’s been frantically googling their
problem announces he might have found something: a solution that could
possibly resolve the problem in a matter of hours.

Cue the collective sigh of relief.

But what was the problem? Believe it or not, it’s a common problem in data
migrations or file system reorgs. And not only is there an after-the-fact
solution, but there’s actually a way of preventing this type of situation from
ever occurring.

That’s what this guide is about: How to protect against a common cause of
data loss, downtime, and the storm of service tickets generated by
disgruntled end-users.

We could have titled this guide, “How To Make Your Life Easier,” because it
pretty much amounts to the same thing if you’re an IT guy.

We’ve also included a link to a helpful free tool for you in Chapter 5. 

You’re welcome!
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As you’re no doubt aware, according to Gartner, in excess of 80% of data
migrations fail. These failures potentially result in downtime, lost data, upset
end-users, unhappy execs, loss of revenue, and possible damage to the
reputations of those staffing an already overworked IT department.

One of the factors that contribute to this failure is in-your-face obvious, yet
frequently overlooked. We know this to be true because we’ve been fielding
frantic calls about this exact problem for over twenty years.

Let’s take a quick look at four broad — but common — reasons for migration
failure.



While users have certainly been known to grind the gears of many an
overworked IT guy or gal, when it comes to data migration, they’re actually a
pretty valuable source of information. Yes, the IT team is responsible for the
migration process, but the data is ultimately created and used by the users.

Requesting their cooperation gives IT valuable feedback about merging,
cleansing or restructuring the data those users work with every day. Failure
to take user input into account can ultimately result in a flood of support
requests pouring into IT after the migration is complete. And who wants to
deal with that?

Sufficient user input will provide a clearer and deeper understanding of your
infrastructure, the data that needs to be migrated, the order in which to do
it, and alert you to possible compatibility issues.
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1. Insufficient User Involvement

2. Inadequately Prepared Source Data
Defining the scope of your migration includes defining the exact source data
that you’ll be migrating. Examining it thoroughly as close to the beginning of
the migration process as possible can help you eliminate duplicates, gaps,
misspellings and various errors that could result in critical failure further
down the line.

Chapter  1



Thorough data cleansing — and the identification of issues that need to be
corrected — is best done before the migration process, not in the middle of
it, or afterward. By then it’s too late and, with a failure on your hands, it can
feel like all you’re doing is picking up the pieces.
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3. Governance Oversight

4. Insufficient Testing
The fastest and smoothest migrations we have seen were well-tested
before, during, and afterward. Testing should occur throughout the
migration process, not just at the end. This role should be assigned to
someone who is thorough, detail-oriented, and good at breaking things.
Define who will test and evaluate data, and who will sign off on the test
results. One of the key aspects here is that testing should be continued even
after the migration is complete, as it can help expose unseen problem areas
for which correction can then be planned.

While this guide isn’t designed to help you with every aspect of data
migration, it can certainly help eliminate one pesky issue that would fall

In the middle of all that migration planning, infrastructure management, and
dealing with load-related issues, it can be easy to overlook or rush through
the governance step in a migration. But knowing who owns what data, and
who can access, edit, or remove it is critical. Is the enterprise current and in
compliance with its business and validation rules? Taking the time to
address these issues upfront will help prevent migrating the organization’s
problems along with its data.
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 within the arena of point 2 above: “Inadequately Prepared Source Data.” In
case you hadn’t guessed by now, we’re talking about links — the good, the
bad, and the ugly.

The subject of links may initially seem mundane, tedious, or maybe someone
else’s problem. Links might not seem important until you consider that in our
digital age, they not only save us vast amounts of time, but the quality of our
data is also largely dependent on the integrity of the links contained therein.
And for many organizations, their data is likely next in importance after their
goods or services.

This guide aims to help anyone undertaking a data migration by covering
various aspects of links — with an emphasis on how you can avoid the pitfalls
of data migration — or any type of project where one is moving or renaming
drives, folders or files.

Links are a bit like little fishing lines that, when in the right spot, hook the fish
your user is after and reel it in. Of course, there’s always the risk of the
dreaded “File cannot be found” error message, but there’s a permanent
solution to that particular problem too and, if you’re reading this, you’re
about to go spearfishing.

So, why do links matter when we’re talking about data migration and how
much do they really matter?
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"One of the factors that contribute to data migration
failure is in-your-face obvious, yet frequently
overlooked."



To answer this question, let’s take a moment to look at this in context by
reviewing a couple of basics about data migration that you already know.
Broadly stated, a data migration is a planned transfer of data from one
storage system to another. While there are several types of migrations, most
involve the moving and renaming of files and folders (often entire drives).

This very broad definition covers everything from moving all the data on a
certain network drive (or drives) to a new set of hardware, such as when
upgrading to a new server, moving to a data center, moving data into the
Cloud or migrating data to a Storage Area Network (SAN), to implementing a
Document Management System (DMS) or an Enterprise Content
Management system (ECM) such as SharePoint or OpenText, to upgrading
from one operating system to another, and everything in between. To say
that this “presents a challenge” would be a candidate for the not-so-
coveted “Understatement-of-the-Year Award.”

Data migration also includes things like implementing a Distributed File
System (DFS) or just plain old restructuring a portion of your data for
improved efficiency.

For that matter, you are even doing a form of data migration when you
upgrade from one version of an ECM to another, such as going from an older
version of SharePoint On-Premise to the latest version of SharePoint Online,
or when you simply need to remap the file path for a bunch of files. The fact
that it is planned means there is some coordination. The team doing the
migration charts the course, ideally laying it all out so you are completely
prepared before a single change is made.

What all these forms of migration have in common is a change of address
for all the links involved. Drive names, folder names, or filenames are
changed to something else.
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"Broken links can be almost as much trouble for your
network as … well … users." 
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The Sneaky Trouble with Links
Data migrations often involve thousands (frequently millions) of files. Often,
those conducting a migration (or a file-system reorg) forget or overlook the
need to carefully plan for all the links involved. And here’s the kicker: Even
files that are — themselves — not part of a data migration are nonetheless
impacted by that migration due to a sneaky culprit called “broken links.” You
don’t have to move or rename a file to break the links inside of it — all you
have to do is move or rename any drives, folders, or files to which the links
are pointing.

Further, even if some broken links are planned for, do you really want to have
to manually fix thousands or even millions of links? No, thank you. You don’t
want to go through that — not even with the “help” of some search and
replace application — which themselves require a lot of work and don’t
account for every type of file situation, leaving you with a cleanup job after
you thought the job was “done.”

Broken links mean lost data and all its accompanying problems.
Broken links can be almost as much trouble for your network as … well …
users.

Before we proceed, we’d like to clarify two terms, which we’ll discuss in
greater depth in Chapter 3. The terms are “parent file” and “child file.”

A file that contains one or more links pointing to another file (or multiple
files) is called a “parent file.” A file that is being pointed to by a link is called a
“child file.” We’ll cover more about these, later in this eBook. For now, let’s go
back to those links and the problems they can cause, starting with your end-
users.

Let’s say an end-user in your finance department is upset because the pie

Chapter 1

"Most IT professionals are pretty bright, but even the
brightest don’t tend to be mind-readers."
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charts that usually just “appear” in their spreadsheet aren’t there now. It is
often not easy for an end-user to determine where a certain child file ended
up after a migration. This is complicated by the fact that end-users often
don’t even know precisely which child file that missing pie chart (or some
such linked item) came from in the first place! If they don’t know (or don’t
precisely remember) from where a certain data item was being fetched by
the link, then you get into a lot of guessing and searching with both you and
the user trying to find something your organization desperately needs.

And we haven’t even touched on those “unplanned” data migrations yet. You
know, that’s when someone (a user) just unthinkingly goes onto the network
and moves or renames a bunch of files or folders. After all the moving and
renaming, the links (no matter where they are) will still be pointing to the old
location (now the incorrect location) for the child files. And the end-users,
when they try to find the migrated files, may not know exactly which files are
the child files that contained their data.

The IT staff, who are all too often burdened with fixing this problem, don’t
know either. Most IT professionals are pretty bright, but even the brightest
don’t tend to be mind-readers.

You might wonder, “Well, wouldn’t the end-user of the files know?” Short
answer: No. It’s actually a very common situation to have some (or all) of the
users of a given set of files inherit the links from whoever set up the files and
links in the first place. And that’s just one possibility. Even if someone in the
organization was the one who created these links (or the process by which
they were created), it may have been so long ago — or there may be so many
of them — that they don’t remember. Maybe the company has a policy where
they document such things. Fine, if it is kept current. But even that could be
long out of date. And on and on the possibilities and associated problems
continue — we’ve seen almost all of them.

Chapter 1

"Testing should be assigned to someone who is
thorough, detail-oriented, and good at breaking
things."



The net result is that you — the one doing the data migration — end up having
to spend time and effort figuring out which of the moved or renamed files
are the applicable child files that go with certain parent files. If it only
happened with a few files or maybe even a couple of dozen files, you could
just go to each link, look at the path and then do some digging around to find
out where this child file might have been moved, or what the folder might be
named now. But what if thousands or millions of files were involved in the
migration?

Sound bad? It gets worse. Once you figure all that out, you still have to either
1) go in and manually open each parent file and fix the broken links so that
they each point to the applicable child file again, or 2) find (or write) some
search & replace script and then manually enter a bunch of renaming rules
that you can only hope catches the majority of the broken links — but almost
never actually does. Thus, even in a best-case scenario where the
organization has carefully documented how and where the child files were
moved and renamed, someone — probably you — is still faced with a
daunting, time-consuming task. Potentially, there is an even worse outcome
— downtime for some of your end-users during the weeks (or months) it
could take to complete the entire project.

But it’s not all doom and gloom — there is good news and it’s covered in
Chapter 4: “The Modern, High-Tech Solution.”

To gain an even better understanding of the mechanism that causes the
links problem, let’s take a brief look at how links function. Note: If you already
know this or want to jump straight to the solution, feel free to skip to
Chapter 4. 
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In this chapter, we’ll take a deeper look at precisely what a link is. Many
people think they already know, but are often surprised to discover some
common misconceptions.

Most people think of a “link” as a word or phrase, such as “Click here,” that
opens a web page. As you know, there are two errors in this idea. One of
these errors is probably obvious, but the other may not be so obvious.

User Misunderstanding #1
First, the opening of a new page is only one type of function that can be
performed by a link. Links can do thousands of things. Not all links are the
kind that involves the end-user clicking on something. (This is something you
may know, but you may be surprised at what many of your end-users think.)



Links are used all the time by businesses and other organizations to bring in
data from one file and place it in another file (or database). This can be a
photograph, for example, but in the business world, it’s more commonly
something like financial data, a bill of materials, a chart, a graph or some
important figures. In these cases, the link operates entirely in the
background to display something in the end-user’s file. The end-user never
sees anything except the final result.

For example, Joe opens Spreadsheet A and sees a column of numbers. To
Joe, who is not the creator of Spreadsheet A, that column of numbers looks
like any other column of numbers, when, in fact, some (or all) of those
numbers are being fetched from Spreadsheet B and then displayed in
Spreadsheet A. All this work is being accomplished, unseen by Joe, via links.
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User Misunderstanding #2
The second error in what most people think of as a “link” is thinking that
words like “Click here” are a link. Sometimes it’s hard to get the idea across
to them that words, such as those often either underlined or displayed in
bright blue text, for example, are nothing more than a representation of a
link. There is a term for these words. Clickable words are called “anchor
text.”

Chapter 2
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Calling a phrase like “Click here” a link would be like saying that the sign on a
company’s office building is the company. (If you don’t think this
misunderstanding by your users has any important implications, read on.)
With anchor text, the link itself is hidden from “public” view. Links are usually
a long string of characters containing a bunch of stuff that, to those not
familiar with it, would look like gobbledygook.

“Click here” is easier on the eye than
 “https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/Pecan_pie_slice.jpg.”

Try explaining to some of your organization’s employees (and even execs)
that they could change all that gobbledygook into “Click here” (or “Hello,
World” or whatever) and the link itself would be unaffected. The actual link is
something they don’t see in the normal view of a Word document or Excel
spreadsheet or whatever.

By the way, if something like
 “https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/Pecan_pie_slice.jpg.” 
were an actual link, it would be a fairly simple link. In fact, you probably
recognize that this link consists of a file path. That’s actually the minimum
requirement for a link — a file path.

If all a certain link is going to do is open a file (like a web page, for example),
such a link could consist of just a file path. But some links contain all kinds of
additional instructions and data. Here’s an example:

Chapter 2

File:C:/Program%20Files/LinkTek/LinkFixerAdvanced181/InDesign%20Sa
mple%20Files/Images/reticle.eps …@file126742562020000000 298575
…@EPS. . . @file 126742562020000000 298575 …

(The ellipses are there because this thing keeps on going forever.)

You can see why it’s much nicer, more aesthetic and easier on the average
user to cover all that up with something simple like “Click here” or a nice
icon. The only problem is that this gives most folks the wrong idea about



links. And they have no idea what kinds of trouble they can cause for you, the
IT pro, because of their misunderstanding. So, they continue moving or
renaming their files and/or folders and later, when they can’t find
something, they come to you to fix it for them.

For this reason, we recommend you set up LinkFixer Advanced™ to
automatically run at some regular interval (such as weekly or monthly) and
have it protect at least the more frequently used or important groups of files
on your system.
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This doesn’t have to be dull and dry, so we’ll use a fun analogy to really
illustrate what links are all about and how amazing they are — plus how they
can get you in trouble. You probably know much of this, but it may be a great
chapter to recommend to some of your organization’s executives or anyone
who may be giving you resistance, or who just wants an example of why a
large-scale data migration is not something you can simply throw together
in a couple of days.

What is a Parent File? What is a Child File?
First, let’s start with a few basics. Then we’ll get to the part about what this
all has to do with pecan pie.

For the purposes of handling links, we use the following definitions:



As previously mentioned, a file that contains one or more links pointing to
another file is called a “parent file”. A file that is being pointed to by a link is
called a “child file”.

Note: What if a child file has links to other child files? Okay, we could have
some fun and start talking about “grandparent files” (not really a thing), but,
fortunately, we don’t have to worry about this. Yes, some files are playing
both roles. They are child files that contain links of their own that point to
one or more other files. But the simplicity is that for any two linked files, one
of them is the parent and the other is the child.

A “link” is a set of instructions placed inside the guts of one file (a parent
file) that tells the computer where to look for another file (the child file) and
what to do with that child file. This is what a link, in essence, actually is — a
set of instructions.
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The Pecan Pie Tragedy
Michael, a branch manager of a paper company, wants a daily routine
whereby a certain package is picked up, each and every day, from another
location and brought to the office.

Chapter 3



The office where Bob and the branch manager are located is the parent
file.

The house named “Big Blue” is the child file.

The address and the directions to the house are the file path.

The package marked “Vital Material” containing the pecan pie is the
target data residing inside the child file.

The courier, Bob, is the computer CPU that will execute the instructions.

The full set of instructions (which is everything on the piece of paper) is
the link.

Let’s look at this note in detail:

That’s what a link really is. Between files, it’s a set of instructions that resides
in one file and tells the computer where to look for another file and what to
do when it finds the other file.

If Bob (the computer CPU) drives to the “Big Blue” house (child file),
successfully retrieves the “Vital Material” (target data), brings it back to the
office (parent file), and places the pecan pie on the desk, then the
instructions (link) worked correctly, as did Bob. And all is well.

But what if it wasn’t?
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"Links are amazing — but they can get you in trouble."

So, he sends for a company courier named “Bob”. Michael hands Bob a piece
of paper that says the following:

Drive to the house named “Big Blue” at address 1810 Lake Drive,
Scranton, Florida USA. Get there by going West on Maple Street and
then turn left on Lake Drive. It’s the sixth house on the right. When
you arrive, pick up the package labeled “Vital Material”. Bring that
package back here, then open it, take out the slice of pecan pie and
put it on my desk.



What went wrong here is that someone altered the address of the child file
without updating the address in the link. So, the instructions in the link sent
Bob (our hapless CPU) looking for a street (folder) named “Lake Drive”
which, thanks to Jonathan the politician, no longer exists! Bob, being a CPU
(not a human) doesn’t possess the ability to look at landmarks and figure out
what to do. So, he returns to the office (parent file) with nothing except that
weird marker you get when something is missing from a file.

Imagine, if you will, someone conducting a data migration moving thousands
(or millions) of files from, say, your local servers to SharePoint Online,
without updating all the links so that they point to the new addresses of all
those files …
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Sometimes the instructions (link) have something wrong in them, such as
wrong directions (file path) to the house (child file), in which case Bob would
return to the office (parent file) with either nothing or some sort of bad
banana (error message). This is called a “broken link.”

Or, in another scenario, the instructions (link) were completely correct — at
the time they were written. But recently a local politician named Jonathan
changed the name of the street (folder) where the house (child file) resides
to “Jonathan Court.” So, Bob, being just a CPU and unable to think like a
human (well, at least until AI takes over the world), never found the house,
came back to the office (parent file) and left an empty space where the pie
should have been. Tragic!

What Went Wrong?

“File Not Found” 

Chapter 3
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As you may already know (and if you didn’t, you’re about to find out), there’s
an automatic and fast solution to all this: LinkFixer Advanced.

No need to worry about the tedium of fixing all those links using a semi-auto
(mostly manual) replace tool and having end-users delayed on their own
production due to their links being broken (no matter who broke them, or
how). Instead, why not have the whole links thing handled for you before you
start migrating and renaming stuff? 

"Why not have the whole links thing handled for you
before you start migrating and renaming stuff?"
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Yes, LinkFixer Advanced can automatically find and fix your broken links and
can do so in batches of thousands at a time (which is the necessary
approach if you have already completed your migration or reorganization
project). But more importantly, it can prepare your files and links in
advance of your project, so that once the migration is done, it can
automatically re-link everything for you.

Technically, this is a miracle. If you use LinkFixer Advanced before you
migrate, you don’t have to know where the files were before or where they
are after the migration. No “search and replace” required. LinkFixer
Advanced handles all of that for you in over 70 of the world’s most common
file types.
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Inoculate: This process protects your files so that their links can be
automatically fixed after the files are migrated to a new location. Your
files will be safe from the dangers of broken links. After inoculation, you
can move and rename files, folders, drives (or whatever) to your heart’s
content without having any concerns about links. 

Cure: Cure is the complementary process to Inoculate. After the
migration or file system reorg is completed, run Cure and it automatically
fixes the links in all your inoculated files, making everything exactly as it
should be with no missing data and no need to do any searching &
replacing. Inoculate/Cure is the modern, high-tech way to handle file
links.

Move/Rename: Move/Rename is an alternative way to address the
situation. If you don’t already have a tool that you want to use to conduct
the actual migration, you could use this function to move and rename
your files/folders — in bulk — while automatically taking care of the links
as it does so.

Modify Links: Okay, so you already did your migration (or file system
reorg or similar project) and have a massive number of broken links and
you can’t undo it (for whatever reason).

The primary functions LinkFixer Advanced performs are:

Modify Links is a sophisticated function that can make batch modifications
to any portion of each and every link so that it points to the new location and
names of the applicable child files. The Modify Links process can be used to
“rescue” links that have already been broken by user error, a data migration
or a file restructuring project.

This is not the leading-edge method of Inoculate/Cure, but at least with
LinkFixer Advanced, you have the fastest and most efficient link
modification tool on planet Earth. (Or possibly the entire universe, but who
can say about such things for sure?) 
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Of course, LinkFixer Advanced shouldn’t be reserved only for data
migrations. If you want to keep your linked data protected from the
inadvertent (but nevertheless annoying) errors made by end-users, you can
set it up to run periodically — like your backups — to automatically protect
against inadvertent data loss due to broken links.

"With LinkFixer Advanced, you have the fastest and
most efficient link modification tool on planet Earth.
(Or possibly the entire universe, but who can say
about such things for sure?)"

Chapter 4
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Ok, all this talk about links maybe has you curious to find out just how many
links are contained in your data, what they link to, and whether they’re in
good shape or already broken. For one person — or even a team — that’s a
massive undertaking.

A private investigator, however, could do all the snooping for you, and do it
fast. Welcome to Link Reporter™!

Remember the discussion about parent and child files in Chapter 3? Well,
Link Reporter takes those relationships into consideration, analyzes them,
and then generates a variety of reports for you.
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Broken Link Report: This report lists all your parent files that contain one or
more broken links, and tells you exactly which links are broken in each file.

Regular Report: This report lists each and every parent file along with all
their child files, giving you a complete report of your files.

Cross-Reference Report: This report lists each child file, followed by a list of
all the parent files that point to it, letting you know whether it’s safe to
delete, move or rename that child file.

If you’d like to check on the status of your links, you’re welcome to download
a free copy of Link Reporter.

Chapter 5

https://linktek.com/link-reporter/
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LinkTek™ invented link-fixing software. In 2002, LinkTek unveiled
LinkFixerPlus, the world’s first fully automatic link-repairing software.
LinkFixer Advanced is the next generation of this remarkable software.

LinkTek has been protecting working links and fixing broken links in common
Windows® file types — like Microsoft® Office, PDF, AutoCAD®, Revit®,
MicroStation® and many others — since the early 2000s. No one in the world
has LinkTek’s depth and breadth of experience with links in Windows files
and their endless undocumented variations and weird anomalies.

When it comes to opening, handling and safely making the right changes to
billions of Windows files, LinkTek is the world authority on the subject.
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There are dozens of versions of most Windows file types. There are even
variations within each version. Take Microsoft Word DOCX files, for instance.
Each individual release of Word creates a DOCX file slightly differently. Bugs
get fixed. Features get added. And that’s just Microsoft. Now think of all the
other companies and organizations that now have websites and apps that
modify DOCX files — like Google™, Adobe®, Apple™, Dropbox™, Zoho™ and
OpenOffice®. Next, consider that many DOCX files are created by one
company’s software and then modified by a different company’s software.
Additionally, consider that most of the subtle differences between the
DOCX files created by these different companies are undocumented.
Consider as well that bugs are common. Consider too that an error
introduced into a DOCX file ten years ago may still reside in that file, just
waiting to trip up someone who doesn’t know about it.

"The degree to which someone knows about and
understands these quirks is the degree to which they
can handle these files accurately and safely. LinkTek
has been intensively investing in such research since
before the turn of the millennium."

One discovers all the ugly little anomalies that reside in DOCX files only by
cold, hard, long experience. The degree to which someone knows about and
understands these quirks is the degree to which they can handle these files
accurately and safely. LinkTek has been intensively investing in such
research since before the turn of the millennium. 

Chapter 6
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It is estimated that LinkTek software has processed over 2 billion files and 4
billion links. LinkTek technicians and developers have spent tens of
thousands of software-engineering hours analyzing every type of unique
file-format situation you could imagine. It’s hard to estimate how many
zillions of times LinkTek has updated LinkFixer Advanced to handle yet
another quirky DOCX (or XLSX or PDF) file anomaly.

Anyone lacking this level of experience in this exact niche is at risk of subtly
damaging your data. LinkTek sidesteps landmines all day long — landmines
that can result in lost data, unopenable files, hidden file corruption and end-
user frustration. Such errors can go unnoticed until they one day rear their
ugly little heads and “byte” you in the backside.

Whether you’re a LinkTek customer or not, we hope you’ve found this guide
informative and helpful.

Contact Info: LinkTek.com. A free trial — no credit
required — can be accessed here.
Phone: 727-442-1822
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The LinkTek™ website has an informative FAQ section that covers four
categories:

If your question isn’t answered there, please visit the Tech Support page to
get the information you need, or call us at 727-442-1822. We’re always happy
to answer your questions.

https://linktek.com/linkfixer-advanced/
https://linktek.com/faq/
https://linktek.com/technical-support/
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